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SUMMARY

The main objective of this work was to demonstrate computationally that realistic human hearts can be
cooled much faster by performing conjugate heat transfer consisting of pumping a cold liquid through the
cardiac chambers and major veins while keeping the heart submerged in cold gelatin filling a cooling con-
tainer. The human heart geometry used for simulations was obtained from three-dimensional, high resolu-
tion CT-angio scans. Two fluid flow domains for the right (pulmonic) and left (systemic) heart
circulations, and two solid domains for the heart tissue and gelatin solution were defined for multi-
domain numerical simulation. Detailed unsteady temperature fields within the heart tissue were calculated
during the conjugate cooling process. A linear thermoelasticity analysis was performed to assess the stresses
applied on the heart due to the coolant fluid shear and normal forces and to examine the thermal stress
caused by temperature variation inside the heart. It was demonstrated that a conjugate cooling effort with
coolant temperature at +4°C is capable of reducing the average heart temperature from +37°C to +8°C in
25 minutes for cases in which the coolant was steadily pumped only through major heart inlet veins and cav-
ities. Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The main problem in transplantation organ delivery is the relatively short time that organs can sur-

vive from the moment of their harvesting to the moment of their surgical implantation. Currently,

the time limit for an explanted human heart to remain viable is only 4 hours when the heart is kept

submerged in a saline solution at a temperature close to that of freezing water [1]. In most cases, the

donor and the recipient of the compatible heart are at vastly different geographic locations. This

means that the current 4 hours limitation must cover transportation from the site of harvesting to

the nearest airport, flight time to the airport nearest to the recipient’s location, and travel time from

that airport to the hospital where the recipient is located. In practice, this leaves at most 2.5 hours for

air transportation of the heart, which is insufficient to cover even half of the territory of the United
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States. The ultimate objective of this research is to demonstrate a feasibility of a heart perfusion

concept to extend the viability of the transplant heart to at least 7 hours. This would provide up

to 5.5 hours for air transport, thus enabling heart transplantations anywhere in the United States.

As part of achieving this goal, the just explanted heart should be brought to a just-above tissue

freezing temperature as uniformly and as quickly as possible.

Cold preservation takes advantage of the profound effect of decreasing cell temperature to de-

crease the cell metabolic rate to avert cell death. The well-known “Q10 law” [2] states that for every

10°C reduction in tissue temperature there is a corresponding reduction in cell metabolism equal to

the constant Q10. The law is written as

qm

qm 0

¼ Q10ð Þ T$T0ð Þ=10½ &
(1)

where T is temperature in degrees Celsius and qm is the cell metabolic rate. Values for Q10 range from

2.0 to 3.0 and are cited in the physiology literature [2]. For example, assuming a mid-range value, say

Q10= 2.5, it can be observed that reducing temperature from +37°C to +27°C reduces the metabolic rate

by a factor of 2.5. Reducing temperature to +4°C reduces the metabolic rate by 95%. As a result of

reducing the cell metabolic rate, oxygen and glucose consumption and carbon dioxide production are

decreased as well [3]. Thus, the cell damage due to lack of oxygen will be decreased [4]. For example,

Stowe et al. [5] showed that stopping tissue perfusion and cooling isolated guinea pig hearts to +3.4°C

for 6 hours resulted in a return of left ventricular pressure of up to 81% of that before cooling. Jahania

et al. [6] described the protective strategy and principles for using hypothermia in heart preservation.

Numerical studies in this field are very challenging due to the geometric complexity of the heart

and lack of certain experimental data for the non-isotropic properties of its tissue. Dulikravich [7]

demonstrated, in the case of two dimensions, that it is possible to maintain specified cooling rates

at any point of the cooled object by varying container wall temperature distribution. Dennis and

Dulikravich [8] used 3-D spectral finite elements method to simulate unsteady temperature and

thermal stress fields during freezing of an idealized canine kidney submerged in gelatin without per-

fusion. Using finite elements method coupled with an optimization algorithm they also optimized

time-varying temperatures and heat fluxes to be used on the surface of a spherical freezing container

and suggested optimizing the internal perfusion temperature of the organ during the cooling

process. Sterk and Trobec [9] simulated a 3-D heart model submerged inside the cooling liquid

without perfusion. They used an explicit finite difference method to solve Navier-Stokes equations

to account for thermal buoyancy flow inside the cooling liquid bath, but not inside the heart.

In the present computational study, a combined 3-D thermo-fluid-stress analysis was performed

to simulate the temperature distribution within the human heart during a cooling process which

applies a steadily flowing cooling fluid for internal cooling and a cooling gel for external cooling.

2. DESIGN AND FORMULATIONS

A conjugate cooling protocol for human heart preservation was presented. In this protocol, the

realistic human heart was computationally created and externally cooled by immersing it in cold

gelatin contained in a defined cooling container. At the same time, the heart interior surfaces (cham-

bers and inlet and outlet vessels) were continuously perfused with a cold liquid provided by a pump.

The blood circulatory system of the heart consists of the systemic (left) and pulmonary (right)

circulations [10]. Ranges in the velocity of blood flow in the major inflow and outflow vessels of

the heart (Table I) indicate that maximal blood flow ejection velocity is in the aorta, whereas the

Table I. Velocity of blood flow.

Major Blood Vessel Inlet/Outlet Velocity (cm/s) [reference]

Superior Vena Cava Inlet 10-35 [11]
Inferior Vena Cava Inlet 30-45 [11]
Aorta Outlet 108-120 [12]
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superior vena cava has a minimal and smaller inlet velocity compared to the inferior vena cava. The

UW solution was simulated as pumped steadily in the heart by considering the natural direction of

blood flow circulation in order to prevent damaging the heart valves.

The geometry of the human heart is a major challenge for undertaking this thermal-fluid-stress

analysis. Bajaj’s team [13, 14] performed multi-component heart reconstruction, segmentation

and meshing from volumetric imaging. They applied a distant function technique in geometry

modeling to generate a 3-D finite-element and boundary element human heart mesh from high res-

olution CT-angio imaging data. This geometry was used in the present research.

This model does not include the coronary circulation; that is, this internal heart cooling system

consisted of coolant pumped through the major vessels and heart chambers. The multi-physical

components of this computational analysis required three separate domains; inside the heart

(chambers), the heart tissue itself, and outside the heart.

Figure 1 demonstrates different domain surfaces in different colors. A hexahedra (Figure 2a) of

214 mm in length, 212 mm in width and 282 mm in height, with 4 inlets and 4 outlets was

computationally designed as the heart-cooling container. Figure 2b shows the designed connections

and caps for steadily pumping coolant through the pulmonic and systemic vessels.

For each of the heart circulatory systems, two inlets and two outlets were incorporated to pump the

coolant through the heart chambers as shown in figures 2c and 2d. For the right (pulmonic) heart circu-

lation, the inferior vena cava and superior vena cava were the two flow inlets and one of the right pulmo-

nary arteries and one of the left pulmonary arteries were the two flow outlets. For the left (systemic) heart

Figure 1. Heart surfaces: a) all surfaces, b) outermost surfaces, c) heart pulmonary circulation domain
surfaces, and d) heart systemic circulation domain surfaces.
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circulation, one of the left pulmonary veins and one of the right pulmonary veins were the two flow inlets,

and the aorta plus one of its cephalad branches (left common carotid artery) were the two flow outlets.

As these figures illustrate, for the simulation the coolant was pumped into the heart chambers in the

same directions as that in an intact heart and circulatory system. This allowed for the cooling solution

to flow through chambers with the heart valves promoting forward flow and preventing backward flow,

as occurs naturally. At the same time, the heart was submersed in a cold gelatin to allow for pure conduc-

tion cooling applied from outside the heart. Heat conduction affords the benefit of having different cooling

rates locally in the heart when applying different temperatures on the walls of the cooling container.

The different viscosity, specific heat, heat conductivity, and density properties of the heart and

cooling fluid and gelatin required the modeling analysis to have different domains for solids and

fluids. The University of Wisconsin (UW) solution was chosen as the liquid to pump through the

chambers. UW solution remains as the standard for organ preservation [15] despite the development

of other cooling solutions that are superior in some aspects. This coolant was considered as a

Newtonian fluid and was modeled by using the Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible viscous

fluid flow satisfying conservation of mass, linear momentum and energy. The thermophysical

Table II. Thermophysical properties.

Material
Density, ρ
(kg m

-3
)

Specific Heat, C
(J kg

-1
K
-1
)

Heat Conductivity, k
(W m

-1
K
-1
)

Viscosity, μ
(kg m

-1
s
-1
)

UW solution [16] 1025 4180 0.6 0.0037
Heart tissue [17] 1060 3716.98 0.586 -

Figure 2. Cooling system: a) cooling container, b) connections and caps, c) circulation directions for the
right (pulmonic) heart, and d) circulation directions for the left (systemic) heart.
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properties of the UW solution and heart are shown in Table II. The thermal properties of gelatin

were assumed to be the same as for the UW solution.

There is no available data for the critical Reynolds number inside the heart. Kisslo and Adams [18]

demonstrated that the blood flow inside the heart, great vessels and most of the cardiovascular sys-

tem is normally laminar. In the present analysis, the inlet vein flow velocity for the right heart pul-

monary circulation was assumed to be 1.0 m/s, and 0.4 m/s for the left heart systemic circulation.

Therefore, the values of Reynolds numbers at the inlets, with consideration of their diameters, were

1662 and 1773 for the right heart pulmonary circulation and 1330 and 665 for the left heart systemic

circulation. Stein and Sabbah [19] studied the turbulent blood flow in the ascending aorta of humans

with normal and diseased aortic valves. They reported that the critical Reynolds number in smooth,

straight pipes, which is 2300, is also an acceptable criterion for the blood flow pattern inside the

aorta. They mentioned that for Reynolds numbers below 2300, even strong disturbances do not cause

the flow to become turbulent. The turbulent flow in the aorta is mainly due to the aortic valve opening

and closing and the pulsatile flow bymuscle contraction. However, in the present model the flowwas

uniform through open valves. In the present study, considering these very low Reynolds numbers,

static-open position of valves and by taking into account Kisslo, Adams, Stein and Sabbah’s obser-

vations, the flow of cooling fluid inside the heart chambers and vessels was assumed to be laminar.

The OpenFOAM software platform was used for simulations [20] of thermo-fluid fields governed

by Navier-Stokes equations for unsteady, three-dimensional, laminar, Newtonian fluid flow with

convective heat transfer at the fluid solid interfaces. OpenFOAM applies the PISO (Pressure

Implicit with Splitting of Operators) algorithm [21] for the pressure–velocity transient problems.

This algorithm allows for more than one pressure-velocity correction. Another correction can be ap-

plied to account for the non-orthogonality of the computational grid. For the solid domains, only

energy balance was applied, known as the transient heat conduction equation.

Unsteady stress-deformation analysis was performed simultaneouslywith fluid flow analysis and heat

transfer analysis for the simulated heart during the cooling process. The main objectives of the stress

analysis were to investigate thermal stresses and internal shear stresses applied by pumping the cooling

fluid from the vessels to the chambers. The pressure inside the resting heart during cooling is less than

the diastolic pressure of the beating heart. Because the heart will not be beating and the cooling process

will be continuous (constant flow), it is acceptable to assume there would be little deformation of the

heart chambers or vessels during the cooling process. The classical theory of unsteady three-

dimensional linear thermoelasticity was used to evaluate stresses and deformations throughout heart

tissue. The OpenFOAM stress analysis solver (solidDisplacementFoam) was applied for solving these

equations. This solver is a transient, segregated, finite-volume solver of linear-elastic, small-strain

deformation. It also includes the thermal stresses. Heart tissue and cooling gelatin were considered as

isotropic solid materials [22]. Heart has different types of tissues with very complex behaviors,

especially in dynamic situations when large deformations are involved. The main objective of stress

analysis in this study was to give an initial understanding of stress distributions within a static heart

during cooling process. The mechanical properties of heart that were used are given in Table III.

A fully three-dimensional unsteady conjugate heat transfer analysis was performed by solving the

governing equations for fluid and solid domains. The main benefit of performing the conjugate heat

transfer analysis was that interface temperature distributions and heat flux distributions could be

captured iteratively and accurately.

In the present work, a numerical procedure for coupling fluid and solid domains was applied that

utilizes separate solution matrices, separate mesh discretizations, and separate numerical algorithms

for fluid and solid domains [27]. A first order implicit Euler scheme was applied for time discretization.

Solvers for each domain were placed inside a loop to achieve the coupled convergence through a

Table III. Mechanical properties.

Material
Young’s Elastic
Modulus (kPa)

Ultimate Tensile
Stress (kPa) Poisson’s Ratio

Thermal Expansion
Coefficient (°C

-1
)

Cardiac Muscle 80 [23] 110 [23, 24] 0.4 [25] 0.0003 [26]
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global iterative process. Multi-region, three-dimensional, unsteady conjugate heat transfer

OpenFOAM solver (chtMultiRegionFoam) was applied for simulations. The chtMultiRegionFoam

is a parallel solver that has been validated by different researchers [28]. The hexahedral mesh was gen-

erated for each domain using the OpenFOAM snappyHexMesh [20] method. The snappyHexMesh is

able to create a robust and fast meshing for complex geometries. In this method, geometry can be

defined as stl (stereolithography) file format, which is desirable in biomedical applications. Table IV

shows the number of computational grid cells used in each domain. The total number of grid cells for

all domains was 4,200,000.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section results of two different cooling scenarios are presented. In the first scenario, the heart

was cooled by pure conduction using gelatin from the outside and with no liquid cooling from the in-

side. In the second scenario, convection liquid cooling from the inside and conduction gelatin cooling

from outside were implemented to examine conjugate effect in enhancing heat transfer from the heart.

3.1. Cooling with gelatin only

For this simulation, a multi-domain unsteady conduction heat transfer equation was solved for the heart

tissue and the outside gelatin. Temperature boundary conditions for the cooling container walls are

given in Table V. Each wall had a constant value for temperature. The minimum and maximum wall

temperatures were set at -1°C and +1°C, respectively. Theminimumwall temperature could be less than

-1°C, but the reason for choosing -1°C as the minimum temperature was to avoid cooling of the heart

below +4°C, which might damage the heart cells if pure water domains were allowed to form ice

crystals. Two wall temperatures, one set to 0°C and one set to +1°C (Table V) were used to investigate

the influence of different wall temperatures on differential cooling of the heart. The initial temperature of

gelatin was assumed to be +4°C. The initial temperature of the heart was assumed to be +37°C.

Heat transfer analysis was performed for a 1500 s period. It was assumed that the major temper-

ature reduction should occur within this time interval in order to cool the heart to a steady low

temperature before its long range transportation to the implantation site. A workstation computer

with the Ubuntu 13.10 Linux OS was used for this simulation. Thermal simulation was run on 4 cores

of an Intel Core i7, 3.4 GHz, Six Core with 64 GB memory. Total computing time was 2532 s.

Figure 3a shows the temperature distribution in a cutaway view for a constant range of color bar

from -1°C to +37°C. As this figure illustrates, there was a very large size higher temperature region

remaining in the middle of the heart after 1500 s.

Figure 3b shows a slight reduction in the maximum temperature of the heart to +36.7°C after 1500 s

of cooling with gelatin only. Similarly, the average volumetric temperature of the heart tissue was re-

duced to only +21°C after 1500 s. In this computational study, average volumetric temperature refers

to the average temperature of all computational cells by considering their volumes. This suggests that

pure heat conduction cooling with gelatin from the outside of the heart and no liquid cooling from inside

the heart was not capable of removing sufficient amount of heat within the target time interval of 1500 s.

Table IV. Grid cells for different computational domains.

Domain Number of grid cells

Heart pulmonary circulation ~ 700,000
Heart systemic circulation ~ 900,000
Heart ~ 1,200,000
Gelatin ~ 1,400,000

Table V. Boundary conditions for cooling container walls.

Container Wall at Xmax Xmin Ymax Ymin Zmax Zmin

Temperature 0°C -1°C -1°C -1°C 0°C +1°C
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3.2. Cooling with gelatin and liquid

We considered that there are two separate fluid domains, one for the right heart pulmonary circula-

tion, and one for the left heart systemic circulation. Table VI shows the boundary conditions applied

for these two domains. Considering the maximal averaged velocity of blood flow inside the beating

heart given in Table I, and the diameter of each of the designated inlets, we chose the averaged inlet

coolant velocities of 1 m/s for the systemic circulation and 0.4 m/s for the pulmonary circulation

using the UW coolant as the fluid. The outlet pressure values were assumed to be the same and

equal to 101 kPa and constant. The temperature of the cooling fluid at the inlet was set as the min-

imal allowable temperature for the cooled organ, +4°C.

The same temperature boundary conditions as in the first scenario were applied on the cooling

container walls. Although the lowest allowed temperature was set at +4°C in the simulations to avoid

water ice crystals, some coolants with high osmolarities, such as UW solution, have a freezing point

well below +4°C. A sub-zero temperature of the coolant would allow simulation of even faster

cooling. However, it would likely not have a positive effect to enhance temperature uniformity in

the heart wall, where temperature change is governed by heat conduction. A parallel computer with

the Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 6.2 OS and LSF scheduler was used for simulations.

Thermofluid simulation was run on 4 Intel Xeon CPU E5-2420 processors. Each processor has 6

physical cores, 12 threads and 48 GB memory. Total computing time was 114,018 s.

Figure 4a illustrates the heart tissue’s temperature distribution at the very beginning of the cooling

process when the heart temperature was +37°C. The green color on the outermost surface of the heart

is the initial coupled temperature between the warm heart and cold gelatin. This initial interface temper-

ature was set as the average temperature of the heart and gelatin, which is +20.5°C. figures 4b to 3f

demonstrate the heart cooling process. A constant color legend from +1°C to +37°C was used to better

illustrate the temperature variation of the heart tissue. The red color in Figure 4b signifies the initial hot

spots within the heart tissue. As the cooling process continued, the red color turned to green, and then

blue due to the temperature reduction of the heart tissue. Therefore, the minimum and maximum tem-

peratures of the heart are not necessarily equal to the minimal to maximal range of the color legend.

Figures 5a and 5b demonstrate the distribution of heart tissue’s temperature at 300 s for two

different cut-away views. Figure 5a reveals a large hot spot located above the right ventricle and

on the right side of the right atrium.

Table VI. Boundary conditions for fluid domains.

Boundary Condition Heart Pulmonary Circulation Heart Systemic Circulation

Inlet velocity magnitude 0.4 m/s 1 m/s
Outlet pressure 101 kPa 101 kPa
Inlet coolant temperature +4°C +4°C

Figure 3. Temperature variation (cooling with gelatin only): a) inside the heart and gelatin with constant
color legend (cut-away view) at 300 s, and b) maximum, minimum and average volumetric temperatures of

the heart vs. time.
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Figure 5b discloses two more hot spots; one is located on the left side of the left ventricle and the

other is located on the right side of the left atrium.

Figure 6a shows the heart submersed in cooling gelatin without coolant flow at the beginning of

cooling. Figures 6b to 6f illustrate the temperature distributions of the coolant flowing within the

Figure 4. Temperature distribution of the heart tissue with constant color legend at times: a) 0 s, b) 300 s, c)
600 s, d) 900 s, e) 1200 s, and f) 1500 s.
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heart as well as temperature distributions within the heart tissue and the surrounding gelatin. The

minimum temperature in figures 6a to Figure 6f is -1°C, which is the minimum temperature of

the cooling container walls. The temperature in this volume of the heart tissue was reduced from

+37.0°C to a minimum of +15.8°C after 1500 s. Figure 6 gives a better understanding of tempera-

ture fields in one particular sagittal cut of the cooling system. The temperature on the other side of

the cut will be identical (please note the color bar temperature distribution is the same).

To further reveal the temperature variations inside the heart during the cooling process, the maximum

and minimum and average volumetric temperatures are shown in Figure 7a demonstrating that variation

of the minimum temperature was not significant. The heart temperature began to decrease as soon as the

coolant began to flow. Since the coolant inlet temperature was constant and the gelatin had its minimum

temperature at the beginning of cooling, the minimum temperature of the heart did not change noticeably

over time. The minimum temperature of the heart was +2.8°C after 1500 s of cooling, which is less than

the target of +4°C. This low temperature occured on the very small part of outermost surfaces of the

heart, which lay close to the container wall. The reason for this local low temperature is the small gap

between the container wall, at -1°C, and the heart. At the same time, the maximum temperature was de-

creased by 18.9°C, that is, from +37.0°C to +18.1°C. The average volumetric temperature of the whole

heart was calculated and is shown in Figure 7a. The minimum average volumetric temperature was re-

duced by 29.0°C, that is, from +37.0°C to +8.0°C after 1500 s. The coefficient of variation (CV) of tem-

perature was used to study the temperature non-uniformity inside the heart.CVwas defined as the ratio of

standard deviation (SD) over the average value (Tave) of temperature of the heart surface, where N is the

number of grid cells in the heart tissue.

CV ¼
SD

Tave

(2)

SD ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1

N
∑
N

i¼1

T i $ Taveð Þ2

s

(3)

Tave ¼
1

N
∑
N

i¼1

T i (4)

CV of the average volumetric temperature (Figure 7b) demonstrates that non-uniformity of the

average volumetric temperature increased until 260 s and then started to decrease thus reducing

the non-uniformity 2.23 times compared to its maximum.

Figure 8 illustrates temperature fields and the flow streamlines inside the heart pulmonary and

systemic circulatory domains at 300 s. The maximum averaged coolant velocity occured in the

pulmonary circulatory domain, just behind the semilunar valve, and was 2.13 m/s.

Figure 5. Temperature distribution at 300 s: a) 1st cut-away view, b) 2nd cut-away view.
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Inlet flow rates can be determined from the averaged velocities at the inlets and diameters of the

inlets. The flow rates for the two pulmonary circulatory inlets were calculated as 4826 ml/min and

4241 ml/min; for the two systemic circulatory inlets the values were 1086 ml/min and 271 ml/min.

As Figure 8 shows, the temperature difference between the coolant and heart surfaces which were in

Figure 6. Temperature distribution (sagittal view) at times: a) 0 s, b) 300 s, c) 600 s, d) 900 s, e) 1200 s, and
f) 1500 s.

Figure 7. a) Temperature variations (maximum, minimum and average volumetric temperatures of the heart
vs. time), and b) coefficient of variation of volumetric temperature vs. time.
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contact with it, was almost zero. For discussion purposes only, let us analyse the heat convection law

given as

qconv ¼ hconvA T s $ T f

# $

(5)

where hconv is the convection heat transfer coefficient,A is the contact surface area between fluid and solid.

By increasing the flow rates (velocities), hconv will increase. However, in this case since (Ts$ Tf) tends to

zero, the hconv effects will be almost negligible. Thus, increasing the coolant flow rates (velocities), would

not only be ineffective in increasing the cooling rate, but would also increase the shear stresses on the

heart-coolant interface, and possibly cause endothelial tissue damage. In the next step, the stress analysis

was performed by using the data obtained from the thermo-fluid analysis results. A zero displacement as-

sumption was applied for the heart’s outermost surfaces. Normal and shear forces applied by the coolant

flowing to the innermost surfaces were used as the boundary condition of these surfaces. These values

were updated for each time step. The heart temperature field was used to obtain the thermal stresses during

the cooling process.

As Table III shows, the ultimate tensile stress of cardiac muscle is 110 kPa. After obtaining the

stress field measurement inside the heart, the maximum von Mises stress was calculated and is

shown in Figure 9a. As this figure demonstrates, the maximum value of von Mises stress was

almost constant (~96 kPa). Therefore, the effect of thermal stresses was not significant due to the

Figure 8. Coolant velocity distribution at 300 s: a) coolant inside the ventricles with temperature distribu-
tion inside the heart tissue and gelatin (cut-away view), and b) coolant velocity within the pulmonary and

systemic circulatory domains.

Figure 9. Maximum stress and pressure: a) maximum von Mises stress inside the heart tissue and ultimate
tensile stresses vs. time, and b) maximum coolant pressure inside the pulmonary domain (PD) and systemic

domain (SD).
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very small Young’s elastic modulus and thermal expansion coefficient of the heart tissue. Thus,

only the forces caused by the flowing coolant played a major role in the stress field.

Figure 9b shows the maximum pressures of the coolant flowing within the pulmonary and sys-

temic circulatory domains, including the heart chambers and major inlet and outlet vessels at every

20 s. Pressure distributions within the pulmonary and systemic circulatory domains are related to

the velocity fields within these domains. In this model, the fluid flow was considered and simulated

as an unsteady flow mainly because of the unsteady temperature field. Therefore, the velocity field

(flow pattern) changed with time even though the inlet velocity was a constant value. This caused

variations in the pressure field with time. Inside the pulmonary circulatory domain, the maximum

pressure fluctuated with time, but inside the systemic circulatory domain the maximum pressure

was almost a constant (~102 kPa). This was because within the pulmonary circulatory domain

the velocity field variation with time was negligible. As a result, the pressure field variation with

time was also negligible. However, as Figure 9b shows, the coolant velocity field within the pulmo-

nary circulatory domain had larger values and larger variations. Therefore, this led to fluctuations in

the pressure field as shown in Figure 9b. The purpose of this analysis was to estimate the maximum

pressure that could occur within the heart during the cooling process. The importance of these

simulations was to show that maximum pressures within the pulmonary and systemic circulatory

domains remained less than 112 kPa (~80 mmHg).

It should be also mentioned that 80 mmHg which is the safe valve pressure for the systemic cir-

culation is actually the total pressure behind the valve. This is usually considered the pressure

within the right ventricle. The results showed that for systemic circulation the maximum pressure

was much less than the 80 mmHg, so as the average pressure behind the valve. The total pressure

in the pulmonary circulation was approximately 35 mmHg.

To further investigate shear stresses caused by the UW solution flows, heart wall shear stress

(WSS) on the coolant-heart contact surfaces is plotted in Figure 10. Figure 10a demonstrates that

on most of the coolant-heart contact surfaces, WSS was very small due to very small velocity gra-

dients. The maximum WSS was 9.2 Pa which occurred in the pulmonary circulation domain at the

pulmonary valve tip. The red oval in Figure 10a depicts the high WSS region. Figure 10b shows an

enlarged cut-away view of the WSS distribution in this region. Higher WSS can also be observed at

the inlet and outlet connections.

Accurate measurement of WSS applied on the entire liquid contact surfaces of the heart is very

challenging. In one of the earliest research, Fry [29] showed that WSS higher than 40 Pa could

damage the endothelial cell layer. Later, Moore et al. [30] reported that the maximum WSS on

any artery in the normal cardiovascular system is expected to be less than 10 Pa. Oshinski

et al. [31] applied MR phase velocity mapping to determine WSS in the aorta. They reported

5.4 Pa for the peak of wall shear stress in the aorta. Feldman et al. [32] reported that WSS of more

than 7 Pa could produce endothelial damages in coronary arteries. Computationally predicted

WSS results presented in the present study showed that in most parts of the heart-liquid contact

surface, WSS was lower than 2 Pa. The maximum WSS at the pulmonary valve tip is also

Figure 10. Wall shear stress magnitude: a) entire heart-liquid contact surface, and b) cut-away enlarged
view of higher shear stress region.
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expected to be lower in the real case since it will open more due to the fluid pressure. Therefore,

the large velocity gradient at its tip will reduce. However, one can apply a constrained optimiza-

tion algorithm (Colaco and Dulikravich [33]) to find the maximum coolant flow rate at which

WSS will be kept below its safe limit value.

3.3. Computational grid independency

Accuracy of the computational results depends on the size of the average computational grid

cells. Dependency of the simulations was studied by comparing computational results obtained

on two different grids. Figure 11 illustrates the heart hexahedral grid used for simulations pre-

sented in this paper and results obtained on a finer heart grid to examine the grid dependency

of the simulations.

The finer computational grid information for each domain is presented in Table VII. The total

number of grid cells for all domains was 10,900,000. Table VIII shows the simulation results

(at 20 s) obtained by using the first grid having 4,200,000 grid cells with details given in Table IV

Table VII. Finer hexahedral grid cells for different computational domains.

Domain Number of grid cells

Heart pulmonary circulation ~ 1,200,000
Heart systemic circulation ~ 1,200,000
Heart ~ 5,000,000
Gelatin ~ 3,500,000

Table VIII. Comparison of simulation results for two computational grids at 20 s.

Parameter Case 1 Case 2 Variation

Total number of grid cells ~ 4,200,000 ~ 10,900,000 ~ +6,700,000
Minimum temperature (°C) +4.0 +4.0 0
Maximum temperature (°C) +37 +37 0
Average volumetric temperature (°C) +32.40 +32.46 +0.06
Maximum von Mises stress (kPa) 95.248 95.154 -0.094
WSS (Pa) 9.243 9.290 +0.047
Computation time (s) 1,496.24 15,482.12 +13,985.88

Figure 11. Heart computational grid: a) used for simulations presented in this paper, and b) finer grid used
for comparative simulation until 20 s.
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(case 1). Case 2 in Table VIII presents the simulation results obtained by applying the finer grid.

Variations between case 1 and case 2 results are also shown in this table. As these results show,

results of case 2 were in good agreement with results of case 1. However, the computation time

in case 2 was 13986 s more than the computation time in case 1 for these 20 seconds of simulated

cooling process.

4. CONCLUSIONS

A 3-D thermo-fluids-stress combined computational analysis was performed using high resolution,

realistic human heart geometry during 1500 s of a cooling process. Using OpenFOAM software

platform to perform all numerical simulations, it was shown that the average volumetric tempera-

ture of the heart decreased by 29°C after 1500 s of cooling when pumping a liquid solution at

+4°C. Therefore, based on the Q10 law, the metabolic rate would have been reduced by 93% in this

case. The temperature non-uniformity of the heart tissue was increasing until 260 s of cooling, and

then it began to decrease as the cooling continued. The variation of minimum temperature of the

heart was negligible, while the maximum temperature decreased by 18.9°C during 1500 s of

cooling. It was also demonstrated that cooling only with gelatin from the outside was not sufficient

to cool the inner parts of the heart wall within the desired time interval. Stress analysis results

showed that the maximum von Mises stress inside the heart was less than the ultimate tensile stress

of the cardiac muscle. The maximum pressures of the liquid solution pumped within the heart pul-

monary and systemic circulatory domains were less than 80 mmHg. The maximum WSS was 9.2

Pa, which occurred in the pulmonary circulation domain at the pulmonary valve tip. Improving uni-

formity of temperature distribution in the heart tissue throughout the cooling process could be com-

putationally explored via optimally controlled coolant jets instead of gelatin in the space between

the heart and the cooling container. A future objective is to incorporate an even more detailed real-

istic human heart geometry which includes coronary arteries and apply multi-objective optimization

methods to the cooling analyses presented in this report that will optimize the cooling rate and

uniformity, while decreasing shear stresses at the coolant-heart tissue interface.
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